A distributed set-membership-constrained particle filter (SMC-PF) is developed for decentralized tracking applications using wireless sensor networks. Unlike existing PF alternatives, SMC-PF offers reduced overhead for inter-sensor communications because it requires only particle weights to be exchanged among sensors, instead of raw measurements or parameters of a Gaussian mixture model. SMC-PF relies on a novel distributed adaptation scheme based on successive set intersections that can afford reduced number of particles without sacrificing performance. Conditions are provided to quantify the variance reduction of the SMC-PF-based state estimator. Simulations corroborate the ability of the SMC-PF to considerably outperform the bootstrap PF for a fixed number of particles.
INTRODUCTION
High-variance measurement noise and nonlinearities present in data models encountered with e.g., tracking of moving targets, often cause linearized estimators, such as the extended Kalman filter, to yield inconsistent estimates. Non-parametric and nonlinear estimators obtained using e.g., the particle filter (PF), can improve estimation accuracy at the price of increasing computational complexity. Besides complexity, when distributed sensors are deployed to perform decentralized tracking tasks, coping with the overhead associated with inter-sensor communications presents an additional challenge. This overhead can be prohibitively high in lieu of a fusion center (FC), where sensors need to utilize incremental or consensus algorithms.
Existing sub-optimum approaches to address these challenges include limiting the global (network-wide) information available to local (per-sensor) estimators [1] , ad-hoc queries and responses [10] , as well as Gaussian mixture model (GMM) approximations of either the likelihood or the posterior density to control the amount of inter-sensor communications [3, 12, 15] . GMM-based approaches entail covariance matrix exchanges at quadratic communication cost, and typically suffer from extensive delays caused by computations performed sequentially across sensors.
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distributed adaptation scheme is introduced based on set intersections [11] for reducing the number of particles, and hence the number of weights communicated, without sacrificing performance. In addition, conditions are provided to ensure that the proposed set membership constrained PF (SMC-PF) offers the highest accuracy improvement relative to the bootstrap PF.
Performance of SMC-PF is assessed using the one-step PF variance, that is the posterior variance when the particles accurately represent the current prior. This metric can be different from the exact PF variance but is chosen for two reasons: i) presumably the PF density accurately describes the density of interest, meaning that the one-step PF variance stays close to the true PF variance; and ii) the adopted metric is simple as it allows treating the current PF step as an importance sampling instance using the expression in [8] . Simulations demonstrate that the SMC-PF reduces the number of particles required by at least a half compared to the (non-adapted) bootstrap PF, while achieving comparable accuracy.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider N sensors distributed randomly on a field to track their distance and bearing from a moving target. At time k, the target's state vector x k evolves as . Based on these state and measurement models, the goal is to estimate the target's state in a distributed fashion given sensor measurements.
If the sensors were able to communicate y n k amongst themselves, a centralized PF could be run per sensor based on the aggregate data y k := [(y
After initialization, such a "centralized" PF would implement the following steps per time instant [2, 6] . S1) Re-sample from the particles/weights {x
at time k − 1 (if needed), where M is the number of particles.
k−1 , y k ) with π(.) denoting the importance density. S3) Update weights through Bayes' rule as
and normalize them to sum up to one.
S4) Estimate the state asx
To update the weights in S3, centralized PFs require disseminating y k throughout the entire network (e.g., by flooding), which is impractical especially for large N . To avoid this, we first present a distributed PF that requires exchanging only particle weights, and then introduce an adaptation scheme based on set membership for reducing their number.
Distributed Particle Filtering
Considering that all sensors are initialized with the same random seed [3] , the random operations performed per sensor yield the exact same results, provided that they use the same particles x (m) k−1 . Thus, S1 and S4 can be performed locally without any communication. Furthermore, invoking the noise independence across sensors, and taking logarithms on both sides of the weight update equation yields (cf. S3)
Because sensors have available the particles x 
The summation can be efficiently computed via consensus averaging [13] . However, the number of particles increases the communication overhead of S3 considerably because M such consensuses must be run in parallel. As it will become evident, this requirement also limits the options for distributing S2. A straightforward approach to performing S2 in a distributed fashion is to use a non-adapted importance density, such as the prior π(.
, which does not require knowledge of y k . Such a selection of π(.) however, requires a large number of particles, which in turn increases the communication cost of S3.
Specifically, an approximate performance analysis of importance sampling, which represents the major operation in PF steps S2 and S3, suggests that in the asymptotic regime
2 ] ≈ C/M reduces as M grows [8] . The values of C and M for the asymptotic variance to hold depend on the similarity between the true posterior density p(x k |x (m) k−1 , y k ), and the selected importance sampling density π(x k |x [5, 7] . To ensure that p(.) and π(.) are similar, information in the observations y k must be exploited by the selected π(.) density, a process which is referred to as adaptation. In non-adapted schemes, such as the bootstrap PF, many of the generated particles receive almost zero weights in S3, and have to be discarded since they are generated from a density far different from the true posterior. This often leads to particle depletion, which compromises performance. In contrast, adaptation ensures that the new measurements y k are accounted for during the particle generation phase, and thus fewer particles are needed to approximate the posterior accurately.
In most cases in practice, the importance density π(.
k−1 , y k ) (perfect adaptation) is hard to compute or draw samples from, even for centralized PF implementations. To bypass this challenge, the next section introduces an approximate adaptation method, which renders the distributed implementation of S2 efficient.
SET-MEMBERSHIP-BASED ADAPTATION
The key idea behind the proposed low-communication cost distributed adaptation scheme is to approximate the posterior density p(x k |x k−1 , y k ) with an appropriately scaled (dis- 
is the indicator function, and c k represents the normalization constant for u(.) to be a proper density. In this expression, E k := n E n k denotes the global set, where all sensors have high local posterior masses, while E n k is the local set, which contains most of the probability mass of the local posterior p(
Before describing the process for selecting E n k and determining the global set E k , the ensuing sub-section shows that u(x k |x k−1 , E k ) indeed approximates the global posterior.
Posterior Density Approximation
Suppose that each sensor determines a local set E n k containing most of the probability mass of the local posterior p(x k |x k−1 , y n k ). The local posterior can then be approximated as p( (2) . Since the noise across sensors is independent, the global posterior is
where the multi-step function
is approximated using the bi-step function u(x k |x k−1 , E k ), which is valid for β k 1. Compared to the prior itself, the scaled prior in (2) can be much closer to the posterior, which is the density of interest; see also Fig. 1. 
Local Set Selection
This step is critical since a good choice of the global set hinges on judicious selection of local sets. Here, E n k will be heuristically chosen so that p(
Specifically, the following local steps (LS1-LS3) are performed in parallel at each sensor indexed by n. LS1) Oversample particles and weights {x
to obtain {x LS1 and the first part of LS2 produce the same result for all sensors since random operations are performed with the same random seed across sensors. Once the local likelihood is weighted in, the sensors generate different results, which explains why the index n appears. Note that the resampled particles at step LS3 come from the distribution p(x k |y 1:k−1 , y n k ), which represents the local posterior per sensor n. We fit a box around these samples, and expect this box to represent the region where p(x k |y 1:k−1 , y n k ) contains most of its mass. Fig. 2 depicts the local set selection process for a sensor measuring its distance to a target.
Global Set Determination
Once each sensor processes its local information y n k to obtain the local set E n k , the global set E k is computed in a distributed fashion using min-and max-consensus operations. In particular, when boxes are used to represent local sets, computing their intersection is very simple because it only requires computing minima and maxima. Moreover, min-and maxconsensus algorithms converge in finite iterations equal to the diameter of the communication graph. Thus, a distributed implementation becomes available at much lower communication cost compared to propagating (or performing consensus of) raw measurements across sensors. Remark 1. When the intersection is empty, local sets are stretched out by a constant factor, and the intersection is recomputed. This is repeated until the process arrives at a nonempty intersection. Simulations indicate that two repetitions are needed at most with a judicious choice of the scaling factor, while the first intersection is non-empty most of the time.
Distributed Importance Density Sampling
Once E k is available to all sensors, samples are drawn per sensor (cf. S2) from the scaled prior density π(.) (2) . Specifically, each sensor first draws samples from the prior p(x k |x k−1 ) itself. If the sample belongs to E k , it is accepted with high probability (α k = 1). Otherwise, the sample is discarded with high probability; that is the accept probability satisfies β k 1. Note that all sensors draw identical particles due to their initialization with the same random seed. Finally, the remaining steps of the distributed SMC-PF are carried out as outlined in Section 2.1. Remark 2. The novel approach is referred to as set membership constrained PF for two reasons: i) successive set intersections are computed, which is a trade-mark of setmembership approaches [11] , and ii) rejection sampling relies on an accept/reject criterion assessing membership in a set E k .
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Analysis in this section relies on the following assumptions. A1. Particles and weights {x
A1 is needed since the one-step PF variance is sought to measure performance. The one-step PF variance is equivalent to the importance sampling variance, and can be expressed as in [8] . Together, A2 and A3 represent the so called "peaky likelihood" condition, where the likelihood is significantly more peaky than the prior density. A4 is invoked to ensure that the likelihood is not located at the tail of the prior. Under these assumptions, the performance improvement of the SMC-PF compared to a bootstrap PF is maximized. The pertinent result can be formally stated as follows. [14] for the proof)
SIMULATIONS
Simulations are carried out for a field of 100 × 100 meters with N = 6 sensors measuring their distances from a moving target. The SMC-PF always outperforms the bootstrap PF by a clear margin. Figs. 3 and 4 plot, respectively, the timeaveraged MSE, and the percentage of accurate tracks versus the number of particles. A track is taken as accurate when the maximum MSE across time of a given track stays below a pre-selected threshold. For a given performance level, the SMC-PF requires at most half of the particles that the bootstrap PF needs, and in many cases considerably less. This is the advantage adaptation offers because particles are drawn from a density much closer to the posterior which is the optimum density. Hence, fewer particles are enough to accurately represent the posterior after updating the weights (c.f. S3). Consequently, communication overhead is cut in half because only half of the consensus averages are required when compared to the bootstrap PF. Similar results were obtained for sensor fields of up to N = 40 sensors. Asymptotically, as the number of particles goes to infinity both methods converge to the true MMSE estimator E[x k |y 1:k ]. However, these asymptotic results can be deceiving as the finite-sample performance of the two approaches can be dramatically different [5] . In addition, the threshold at which the asymptotic results become valid can vary considerably depending on the choice of the importance sampling density π(.) [5] . Our simulations corroborated that in a practical setup with finite samples, the SMC-PF markedly outperforms the bootstrap PF, while it can also afford a simpler distributed implementation.
The local sets are chosen heuristically in Section 3.2. Ongoing work focuses on determining optimal ways of selecting the local sets by minimizing the one-step PF variance 1 .
